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Abstract. This paper deals with a study of intergranular failure by creep cavitation under stress-controlled
cyclic loading conditions. Loading is assumed to be slow enough that diffusion and creep mechanisms
(including grain boundary sliding) dominate, leading to intergranular creep fracture. This study is based
on numerical unit cell analyses for a planar polycrystal model with the grains and grain boundaries modeled
individually, in order to investigate the interactions between the mechanisms involved and to account for
the build-up of residual stress fields during cycling. The behaviour of a limiting case with a facet-size
microcrack yields important insight for damage accumulation under balanced loading. Under unbalanced
loading, the time-average accumulation of creep cavitation gives rise to macroscopic ratchetting, while its
rate is demonstrated to depend subtly on material and loading conditions.
1. INTRODUCTION
Forpolycrystalline metals under monotonic loading at elevated temperatures, creep fracture oc-
cursmainly by intergranular cavitation and micro cracking (e.g. [1]). Cavities nucleate and grow
mostrapidly on grain boundary facets normal to the maximum principal tensile stress, and facet
microcracks form by coalescence of cavities. The growth of individual cavities under such condi-
tionsdue to grain boundary diffusion and creep has been studied in quite some detail (e.g. [2]),
andusing these results the development of cavitation damage and micro cracking in polycrystalline
aggregates has been investigated (e.g. [3,4]). These and several other studies have clearly demon-
strated the interaction and competition between the various mechanisms involved under typical
creepconditions with monotonic loading.
Under cyclic loading at elevated temperatures, both creep damage and fatigue are likely
failure mechanisms (see e.g. [5]). In a range of very slow cycling there will be sufficient time
forcreep and diffusion mechanisms to dominate, leading to intergranular creep fracture, whereas
a typical transgranular fatigue fracture tends to develop in the opposite situation of very rapid
cycling. In the whole range between these two extremes, the failure process is usually termed
creep-fatigue interaction (e.g. [6]).
For the range of slow cycling, where creep failure mechanisms dominate, there are a number
ofbasic phenomena that are not well understood. One of the standing issues, for instance, is why
somematerials show cavitation even under balanced cyclic loading with zero mean stress. Diffusive
cavitygrowth follows an equation linear in stress, which should not result in cavity growth under
balanced cycling. Various explanations have been attempted to resolve this, but only with limited
success.
The plane strain multi-grain cell model of Van der Giessen and Tvergaard [4, 7] has been
used in [8] to study mechanisms of creep failure under cyclic loading, with focus on materials
subject to a strain-controlled loading programme, as is often used in cyclic testing. The cell model
represents a number of individual grains that deform by power-law creep, and it also accounts
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Figure 1: (a) Unit cell of the planar polycrystal material model, comprising two hexagonal grains. Only the shaded
area is analyzed in view of symmetry. (b) Cyclic loading conditions in terms of the uniaxial macroscopic stress Σ2.
for viscous grain boundary sliding, continuous nucleation of grain boundary cavities and cavity
growth by coupled diffusion and creep; but fatigue failure mechanisms are not incorporated in the
model. Thus, the results are only relevant to a range of relatively slow cycling, where intergranular
creep failure mechanisms are completely dominant. The important additional dimension that the
multi-grain model adds to the cyclic creep considerations in e.g. [5] is that it includes the internal
stress re-distributions and corresponding residual stresses inside the grain aggregate in the course
of the failure process. The studies in [8]have shown that rather important understanding of some
features of cyclic creep damage behaviour is obtained by considering a facet-size micro crack. But,
the studies accounting for cavity nucleation and growth, show a rather complex phenomenology in
general, due to the build-up of residual stresses during cycling.
In the present paper the plane strain multi-grain cell model is subjected to stress-controlled
cyclic loading, including cases of unbalanced cycling. Although unbalanced cycling was also con-
sidered in [8], e.g. in the form of a longer hold period in tension, this was done for equal strain
amplitudes in tension and compression, thus eliminating any chance of ratchetting. But stress-
controlled cyclic loading gives a more realistic representation of the loading conditions in some
structural systems, where ratchetting is an important failure phenomenon. This cyclic growth of
the overall material straining is studied here together with the corresponding development of grain
boundary cavitation.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The model problem we use here to investigate cyclic creep is based on a special case of the multi-
grain model developed previously by the authors [4, 7]. We refer to those references for details
on the formulation and method of solution; here we shall only give a brief recapitulation. As a
model for a planar polycrystalline material, we consider an aggregate of regular hexagonal grains
with facet width 2Ro, oriented such that one of the three families of parallel facets is normal to
the principal stress direction x2, as shown in Fig. l(a). Within this aggregate, we assume a unit
cell comprising a number of grains; the present study will be limited to a small cell consisting only
of two grains.
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Figure 2: Geometry of spherical-caps shaped cavities on a grain boundary subjected to a remote facet normal
stress an.
The material is taken to be subjected macroscopically to uniaxial (i.e. Σ1 = 0) cyclic loading
inthe x2 direction under plane strain conditions in the x3 direction. Here, cyclic loading is stress-
controlledwith the macroscopic stress Σ2 being prescribed by a cyclic wave consisting of a period tl
ofconstant maximal tensile stress σmaxand a period tu of constant minimal stress σmin. Balanced
loading corresponds to tl = tu and σmin/σmax = -1, and unbalance can be introduced either by
letting tu ≠ tl and/or σmin/σmax ≠ -1. The cycle starts with a half period under σmax in order to
retain similarity with the strain-controlled loading in [8]which started at zero strain.
The following micromechanisms, typical for polycrystalline metals and alloys at elevated
temperatures, are being accounted for in the model: (i) dislocation creep inside the grains, (ii) grain
boundary sliding, and (iii) the nucleation and (iv) growth of cavitities on the grain boundaries.
For the description of the high-temperature response of the grains, we take the grain material
to be isotropic for simplicity. Creep deformations of the grains are taken to be characterized by
thepower law relationship
.C . (σe)n
Ee = EO - ,σo (1)
between the effective Mises stress σe and the corresponding creep strain-rate EeCwith a creep
exponent n. The quanities Eoand σo are reference strain-rate and stress quantities. At elevated
temperatures, grains can slide relative to each other with a linearly viscous resistance against
sliding. For given creep parameters in (1) and a given sliding viscosity, the relative contributions to
theoverall deformation depend on the stress level. For sufficiently low stress levels, grain boundary
slidingtakes place at negligible shear stresses (i.e. free sliding), whereas at large stresses, creep is
sofast that there is insufficient time for sliding to take place. Here, we assume that conditions are
suchthat sliding can be considered to be shear stress free.
Grain boundary cavitation takes place preferentially on grain boundary facets transverse to
themaximal principal stress. In this explorative study, we confine attention to cases where only the
centralgrain facet in the unit cell of Fig. l(a) is prone to cavitation. Furthermore, we shall assume
that all cavitities have either nucleated prior to the cyclic loading programme to be investigated,
ornucleate only in the very first stages of cyclic loading over a time frame much smaller than the
periodof the cycle. Hence, we neglect any further cavity nucleation during cycling. The growth of
cavities is governed by the following set of expressions that have been developed [3] on the basis
ofdetailed investigations of the growth of individual cavities in, for example, [2, 9, 10].
The size of a cavity (see Fig. 2), a, increases due to both grain boundary diffusion and creep
ofthe grain material. If it is assumed that the tip angle ψ maintains a constant value throughout
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the process, we can write a = V /[4πa2h( ψ)] with h(ψ) = [(1+ cosψ)-1 - ½ cosψ] /sin ψ the cavity
shape parameter. The volumetric growth rate V is expressed as
17= V1 + 172, for a/L≤ 10, f = max [ (a/b)2, (a+ a1.5L)2], (2)
where
(3)v = 4 D σn - (1 - f)σs1 π 1 1 'ln(_f) - _2(3 - f)(1 - f)
17
2
= { 2πε·eCa3h(ψ)m [ani σσme 1+ βn(m)]n, |σσme | > 1;




. (σrn)m = sIgn _σe .
The parameter D = DBδBΩ/kT in the growth rate expression (3) due to diffusion is the grain
boundary diffusion parameter, with DBδB denoting the boundary diffusivity, Ω the atomic volume,
k Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature. The sintering stress σs in (3) is neglected
relative to the facet normal stress σ n. Furthermore, in the creep growth expression (4), σ rn and σe
are the average mean and Mises stress, respectively, remote from the void. The constants appearing
in (4) are given by an = 3/2n and
) (n - 1)[n + g(m)]. g(l) = 0.4319 g( -1) = 0.4031.βn(m = ---n2- , ,
The small difference between βn (1) and βn (-1) [9]is accounted for, but we have not found any
significant numerical influence in our computations. The length scale [2]
[ ]
1/3
L = Dσe/ε·eC (5)
is a key parameter governing the coupling between diffusive and creep contributions to void growth
by way of the selection of the value for f to be used in the diffusive growth expression (3). For
large values of this length scale L, say a/ L < 0.1, cavity growth is dominated by diffusion, while
for larger values of a/ L creep growth becomes more and more important. As a consequence, cavity
growth in situations where a/ L < 0.1 or so, is likely to be constrained by creep of the material
surrounding the cavitating facet, whereas this creep constraint reduces with increasing a/ L (see
e.g. [11, 3]).
The nucleation and growth of cavitities at some average half-spacing b give rise to an average
separation δc between the two adjacent grains (see Fig. 2). With nucleation being neglected here,
the rate of change of this separation,
. V 2V b
δc = πb2 - πb2 _b'
is governed largely by the volumetric growth V of cavities according to (2). In addition, there
is a relatively minor contribution of finite lateral straining in the plane of the grain boundary,
expressed through b/b.
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In cyclic creep, cavities may shrink to very small size under a compressive facet normal stress
σn [ef. (3)]. However, we will assume here that the cavity nucleus still remains present, so that
existing cavities do not completely disappear by sintering and therefore need not be re-nucleated
under tension. When the ratio a/b reaches the value 0.7 during the process, cavity coalescence is
assumed to occur by failure of the ligament between cavities. Thus, a new microcrack is formed or
anexisting micro crack is extended. Under cyclic loading it may be possible that such a micro crack
closesup again, but it is unlikely that previously coalesced cavities can heal to re-form cavities.
Therefore, the microcracks are regarded to simply make contact again when the actual separation
between grains has become as small as the separation δc at coalescence, and the micro crack can
immediately open-up again when loading becomes tensile.
The governing equations for the grains as well as the grain boundary layers accounting for
cavitation and grain boundary sliding are formulated within a linear incremental framework, using
aforward gradient integration scheme for numerical stability. Finite strains are accounted for. The
solution is based on a standard finite element discretization of the grains and a special-purpose
discretization of the grain boundaries. Here, a total of 206 quadrilateral elements are used withtin
the quarter cell (see Fig. l(a)) with 14 elements along half of the central facet.
3. RESULTS
Thematerial parameters in this study are mostly chosen in conformity with the previous study [8]
under strain-control. The grain material is taken to be specified by v = 0.3 and n = 5. The stress
range during cycling is always specified so that the maximum tensile stress σmax corresponds to
Σe/E = 0.5 X 10-3 (E and v are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively). Here, Σe
isdefined as the effective macroscopic Mises stress corresponding to pure plane strain creep under
uniaxial stress Σ2, i.e. Σe = ½√3|Σ2|. With the macroscopic creep-rate parameter ĖeC defined
through (1), this introduces the creep reference time tR = Σe/(EĖ;:). The balanced cycling cases
that will serve as references cases in this study are for tl = tu = O.1tR' The macroscopic strain
response, E2, during cyclic stressing is normalized by the strain range ΔεC = Ė2tl that would be
foundunder plane strain creep of a homogeneous material under the specified tensile stress.
3.1 Behaviour of an open microcrack
Forthe mechanisms considered in this study, creep failure involves three distinct time scales, namely
that of creep flow, grain boundary diffusion and the loading. Under constant stress creep loading
(σmin = σmax), there is an important regime of stress and material parameters where diffusion is
much faster than creep of the grains (i.e. a/ L according to (5) small [2]), leading to (diffusive)
cavity growth being constrained by creep of the grain material [11]. In that regime, substantial
stress re-distribution in the course of the process has reduced the normal stresses on cavitating
facetsfar below the applied stress level. Therefore, the limiting problem of the behaviour of an open
microcrack along a grain facet has been exploited to formulate models for constrained cavitation
(seee.g. [3]). Under strain-controlled cyclic creep conditions, the behaviour of a microcrack along
the central facet in Fig. 1 has also been helpful in understanding cyclic creep failure [8].
In Fig. 3 we therefore consider the corresponding case under balanced stress-controlled cy-
cling(with the stress level and frequency as mentioned above). Because of free sliding along the
inclined grain boundaries, the microcrack opens and closes uniformly. After the first half tensile
wave,the opened-up micro crack (opening δ) is completely closed quickly after loading changed to
compression. The compressive creep rate is much lower than when the crack opened up. At the
start of the next tensile wave, the microcrack opens up immediately again, so that crack closure
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Figure 3: Evolution of microcrack opening δ in a microcracked material under balanced stress-controlled (Σ2)
loading, along with the macroscopic strain response E2. Due to the free grain boundary sliding, the microcrack
opening is virtually uniform over the central facet.
in the next compression wave occurs only near the end of that period. During subsequent cycles,
further settling of the residual stress field takes place, in such a way that after six or so cycles,
a steady-state has been reached in which the crack faces just touch at the end of the compres-
sion waves. The fact that the macroscopic strain response is two orders of magnitude larger than
the reference strain level ΔεC shows that microcrack opening and grain boundary sliding are the
dominant contributions to E2. Also notice that, at least during the tension periods, δ scales with
E2.
3.2 Cyclic creep cavitation
We proceed by considering now the case where the central facet is not cracked, but contains an
initial, uniform distribution of small cavities with tip angle ψ = 75°. The initial spacing bI of the
cavities is taken as O.IR0, and the initial cavity size aI is taken as small as O.01bI (it is recalled that
at such a small size, the actual value of aI/bI hardly affects the subsequent evolution [3]). The grain
boundary diffusion parameter D in (3) is specified in terms of the ration between aI and the value
of L according to (5) corresponding to the macroscopic effective stress Σe and associated creep
rate ĖeC (see the beginning of Sec. 3). The results in this section are for (a/ L )I = 0.025, which
corresponds to conditions were cavity growth under creep conditions tends to be creep constrained
(see [3, 7, 4]).
Figure 4 shows the damage evolution, in terms of a/b, along the central facet under the same
balanced cyclic loading conditions as considered in Fig. 3. According to Fig. 4(a), cavity growth
(and shrinkage) near the triple point is always faster than elsewhere, due to grain boundary sliding.
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Figure 4: (a) Damage evolution during balanced cyclic loading (tu = tl, σmin/σmax = -1) at three points along
the central facet. (b) Corresponding strain response showing a small amount of 'inverse ratchetting'.
But during the first few cycles, all cavities are completely closed down during the compression
waves,while the peak damage levels then remain steady; this is consistent with the picture obtained
in the previous section from the behaviour of an open micocrack (see also [8]). Next, there is a
short time interval where residual stresses prevent cavities to completely close up, but the cycling
between cavities opened up to about alb = 0.2 and just closed then gets restored over most of
the facet, except near the triple point. There, presumably under the influence of sliding on the
adjacent grain boundary, the cavities can no longer be fully closed, and the time-average of alb
monotonically increases in time. As this takes place, the facet region where closure can not be
maintained gradually spreads over the rest of the facet, as can clearly be seen from the results
in Fig. 4(a) near Xl IR0 ;::0 0.5. Thus, it is expected that, even though the macroscopic loading
is balanced, cavity coalescence will eventually take place near the triple point, with the resulting
microcrack growing towards the center of the central facet. It is noted that a similar response
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Figure 5: (a) Damage evolution at two points along the facet during unbalanced cyclic loading with tu = tl,
σmin/σmax = -0.95. (b) Corresponding ratchetting strain.
under strain-controlled cycling has been found in [8] for a corresponding value of (a/ L)I; but, for
larger values of (a/ L)I (up to (a/ L)I = 0.33), where cavity growth is more creep controlled, the
damage was found to oscillate steadily between 0 and some maximum value, without ever leading
to coalescence.
The macroscopic strain behaviour is a result of the deformation and cavity growth processes
taking place in the material in response to the prescribed, balanced stress-cycling. The resulting
strain history in the x2-direction of applied loading, shown in Fig. 4(b), exhibits a slow decrease
of the time-average in time (for the purpose of comparison, this plot uses the same scale as in
the forthcoming Fig. 5). At the same time, the time-average of the lateral strain E1 (not shown)
increases in time at roughly the same rate. This rather remarkable feature that the material
tends to be gradually compressed and squeezed-out laterally, is to be attributed to the complex
phenomenology of the spatially nonuniform damage evolution. As we have seen from Fig. 4(a),
the area of the central facet where cavities get fully closed-up during a compression wave reduces
in the course of the process. Hence, the prescribed compressive stress is transmitted through a
shrinking region of the central facet, so that the 'contact stresses' and those in the undamaged
grains during compression waves gradually grow, giving rise to a slow increase of the creep rate in
compression. This then leads to the 'inverse ratchetting' effect shown in Fig. 4(b).
An example of the behaviour under a small amount of unbalance is shown in Fig. 5 for a
stress cycle with σrnin = -0.95σrnax but otherwise identical conditions as in Fig. 4. Now, there is a
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Figure 6: Comparison between cyclic loading with a time unbalance, tu = 0.95tl, σmin/σmax = -1 (solid line),
and the previous case of stress-unbalanced loading, tu = tl, σmin/σmax = -0.95 (dashed line) shown in Fig. 5. (a)
Damage evolution near the triple point; (b) Corresponding ratchetting strain.
time-averaged net tensile stress, which is responsible for a time-average accumulation of damage,
leadingto cavity coalescence after about 150 cycles (see Fig. 5(a)). The actual value of a/b oscillates
about this time-average with an amplitude that is almost constant during most of the lifetime, but
whichis considerably smaller than that during balanced loading. It is also noted that the damage
evolution is much more uniform over the facet than in the previous case of balanced loading.
According to Fig. 5(b), this unbalanced cycling gives rise to substantial ratchetting as damage
accumulates. Near the end of the lifetime, the ratchetting strain-rate increases somewhat; after
the entire facet has failed, the ratchetting strain-rate as well as the amplitude of the oscillations
accelerate as the compliance of the aggregate is increased. Notice that the jump in the ratchetting
strain-rate upon facet failure indicates that the creep constraint on prior cavity growth has not
beenso strong as to reduce the normal stresses across the cavitating facets to negligible levels.
To demonstrate that cyclic creep depends in a subtle manner on the nonlinearities involved,
Fig. 6 compares the above results with a case where σmin/ σmax = -1 but where there is an
unbalance in tension/compression hold times: tu = 0.95tl' In both cases, the time average applied
tensile stress, σmaxtl + σmintu, is the same. If the cavity growth process would be governed by
diffusiononly, the cavity growth rates according to (2) and therefore the times to failure would be
thesame. With the chosen value of (a/ L)I = 0.025, diffusion is much faster than creep, but cavity
growth in a polycrystalline aggregate tends to be constrained by creep. The resulting coupling
betweendiffusion and creep is reflected in the fact that the stress and time unbalanced cases give
riseto somewhat different damage accumulation processes (Fig. 6).
4. DISCUSSION
Theinvestigation of intergranular creep failure under strain- controlled cyclic loading in [8] is here
extended to also consider stress-controlled cyclic loading. As was found in [8], an analysis for an
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open facet-size micro crack gives important understanding of some features of cyclic creep damage
behaviour. Thus, Fig. 3 for balanced cyclic stress loading shows that the initial shift between
contact and loss of contact of the crack surfaces results in a redistribution of the stress and strain
fields, so that contact only occurs briefly at the end of the compressive part of the cycle. This
means that the average crack opening is positive, and the crack opening cycles between twice this
average opening and zero opening. Based on these results, the expectation for a cavitating grain
boundary facet in the creep constrained range is that under balanced cyclic loading the cavity
volume will vary between zero and a more or less constant maximum value.
Some of the expected features are actually found in Fig. 4 for a cavitating facet in a material
under balanced cyclic loading, with best agreement in the central part of the facet, while the
behaviour near triple grain junctions differs rather quickly, due to a strong effect of grain boundary
sliding. The cavities near the triple grain junctions grow much larger than expected based on the
micro crack model, which may result in wedge crack formation even under balanced cyclic loading.
In [8] a few of the computations without cavity nucleation were carried out for a small cavity
density, bI/ R0 = 1.0, which makes the computations somewhat unrealistic; but it is noted that
practically identical results are obtained here in Fig. 4, for a realistic cavity density, bI/R0 = 0.1,
with the material subject to a relatively higher frequency of cycling.
A number of strain-controlled cases were presented in [8] where continuous nucleation of
cavitities was accounted for during the tensile periods. When facets are under compression, no
nucleation will take place, and this creates an unsymmetry in the response, even under balanced
loading, which gives rise to a monotonic accumulation of the time-average damage. Qualitatively
similar effects are to be expected under stress control.
Ratchetting is an important failure phenomenon, which has been considered here under stress-
controlled cycling. Such cyclic growth of the overall material straining can lead to a large accum-
mulated strain, even though the addition in each cycle is small, and this can change the shape of a
structural component enough to disqualify it for its purpose. Here, in Figs. 5 and 6 for unbalanced
cyclic loading, the cyclic strain accummulation is studied together with the corresponding growth
of intergranular creep damage. It is seen that in these cases grain boundary cavities grow rather
rapidly, both at the centre of the grain boundary facet and near the triple grain junctions. Thus,
unbalanced cycling, with a larger hold time in tension than in compression, or with a larger stress
amplitude in tension, can lead to rather rapid formation of facet-size microcracks by cavity coa-
lescence. The material may still have some remaining lifetime when such coalescence occurs, but
it is seen in Figs. 5 and 6 that the rate of overall strain accummulation by ratchetting increases
significantly after the formation of an open micro crack, which will tend to increase the rate of
damage development in other parts of the material.
It should be noted that, certainly quantitatively, these results will depend on the assumed
power-law creep model (1) for the grains. The phenomena discussed here, in particular the ratch-
etting effect, are a result of the interaction at the grain scale between diffusive grain boundary
cavitation and creep deformations of the grain. Primary creep or typical cyclic plasticity phe-
nomena may affect the observed behaviour; to assess the extent of such effects, more involved
viscoplasticity models would have to be used instead of (1).
Also, completely free grain boundary sliding has been assumed here in order to maintain a
relatively simple picture. For strain-controlled loading studied in [8], the opposite case of complete
absence of grain boundary sliding has been explored as well. Even though, obviously, the profile
of the opening facet crack (d. Fig. 3) is different, the phenomenology of opening and closure of
the crack was seen to be qualitatively similar to that with free sliding. This was also found for
cyclic damage accumulation, with an expected reduction of the damage accumulation rate without
sliding. There is no reason to expect that absence of sliding has a qualitatively different effect on
the present results for stress-controlled cyclic behaviour.
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